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In het Mississippi van de jaren zestig wordt aan zwarte vrouwen wel de opvoeding van blanke kinderen toevertrouwd,
maar niet het poetsen van het tafelzilver. Drie vrouwen zijn het allesbepalende racisme meer dan zat en besluiten dat de
verschillen tussen hen minder belangrijk zijn dan de overeenkomsten. 'Een absolute hit... leest als een trein.' de
Volkskrant
For readers of Kara Thomas and Karen McManus, an addictive, twisty crime thriller with shades of Serial and Making a
Murderer about a closed local murder case that doesn't add up, and a girl who's determined to find the real killer--but not
everyone wants her meddling in the past. Everyone in Fairview knows the story. Pretty and popular high school senior
Andie Bell was murdered by her boyfriend, Sal Singh, who then killed himself. It was all anyone could talk about. And five
years later, Pip sees how the tragedy still haunts her town. But she can't shake the feeling that there was more to what
happened that day. She knew Sal when she was a child, and he was always so kind to her. How could he possibly have
been a killer? Now a senior herself, Pip decides to reexamine the closed case for her final project, at first just to cast
doubt on the original investigation. But soon she discovers a trail of dark secrets that might actually prove Sal innocent . .
. and the line between past and present begins to blur. Someone in Fairview doesn't want Pip digging around for
answers, and now her own life might be in danger. This is the story of an investigation turned obsession, full of twists and
turns and with an ending you'll never expect. "Fun, gripping, and skillfully constructed." --Emily Arsenault, author of All the
Pretty Things
When Warren becomes roommates with cold and calculating Bridgette, tempers flare, but Warren is intent on turning her
passionate antagonism into passionate love.
All Faithful People was first published in 1983. Minnesota Archive Editions uses digital technology to make longunavailable books once again accessible, and are published unaltered from the original University of Minnesota Press
editions. In 1924 Robert and Helen Lynd went to Middletown (Muncie, Indiana) to study American institutions and values.
The results of their work are the classic studies Middletown (1929) and Middletown in Transition (1937). In the late 1970s
a team of social scientists returned to Middletown to gauge the changes that have taken place in the fifty years since the
Lynds' first visit. The Middletown III Project, by replicating the earlier work, in some cases by using the same questions,
provides an unprecedented portrait of a small American town as it adapts to changing times. Its first report, Middletown
Families, was published by Minnesota in 1982. This book explores the role of religion in the life of Middletown. Using the
Lynds' magnificent cache of empirical data as a base, social scientists on the Middletown III Project attempted to gauge
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how religious beliefs and practices have changed. For the most part, their findings show that the current perception of a
trend toward a more secular society is not true. In Middletown, religion seems to be more important than ever. All Faithful
People also covers the history of Middletown's churches, the differences between the town's Protestants and Catholics,
religious participation among young people, and the role in Middletown life of private devotions and public rituals. In
conclusion, the authors of All Faithful People evaluate Middletown as a representative community. They attempt to
explain the myth of the death of organized religion, and briefly compare religion in America to religion in other Western
countries. Fifty years after the Lynds first made Middletown famous, a team of social scientists returned to find out how
American values have changed. This, their second report, focuses on religion. What does religion mean to Middletown
today? Has America become a secular society? Those are some of the questions discussed in All Faithful People.
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of It Ends With Us, a novel about risking everything for love—and finding
your heart somewhere between the truth and lies. At age twenty-one, Auburn Reed has already lost everything important
to her. In her fight to rebuild her shattered life, she has her goals in sight and there is no room for mistakes. But when she
walks into a Dallas art studio in search of a job, she doesn’t expect to find a deep attraction to the enigmatic artist who
works there, Owen Gentry. For once, Auburn takes a chance and puts her heart in control, only to discover that Owen is
keeping a major secret from coming out. The magnitude of his past threatens to destroy everything important to Auburn,
and the only way to get her life back on track is to cut Owen out of it. To save their relationship, all Owen needs to do is
confess. But in this case, the confession could be much more destructive than the actual sin.
PCMag.com is a leading authority on technology, delivering Labs-based, independent reviews of the latest products and
services. Our expert industry analysis and practical solutions help you make better buying decisions and get more from
technology.
Layken and Will's relationship has endured through hardships, heartache, and a cruel twist of fate, further solidifying the
fact that they belong together. But the two lovers could not have expected that the things that brought them together may
ultimately be the things that tear them apart. Their connection is on the brink of being destroyed forever and it will take an
extraordinary amount of willpower to keep their love afloat.
A long awaited update of the popular 1988 handbook, this book covers business information and specific topics within the
area of business.
THE PORTLAND SPY RING was one of the most infamous espionage cases from the Cold War. People the world over
were shocked when its exposure revealed the shadowy world of deep cover KGB 'illegals' - spies operating under false
identities stolen from the dead. The CIA's revelation to MI5 in 1960 that a KGB agent was stealing crucial secrets from
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the world-leading submarine research base at Portland in Dorset looked initially like a dangerous but contained lapse of
security by a British man and his mistress. But the couple were tailed by MI5 'watchers' to a covert meeting with a
Canadian businessman, Gordon Lonsdale. The unsuspecting Lonsdale in turn led MI5's spycatchers to an innocentlooking couple in suburban Ruislip called the Krogers. But within weeks the CIA rang the alarm - their critical source of
intelligence was to defect within hours - and MI5 was forced to act immediately. The Krogers were exposed as two of the
most important Russian 'illegals' ever, whom the Americans had been hunting for years. And Lonsdale was no Canadian,
but a senior KGB controller. This astonishing but true story of MI5's spyhunt is straight from the world of John le Carré
and is told here for the first time using hitherto secret MI5 and FBI files, private family archives and original interviews. Its
tentacles stretch around the world - from America, to the USSR, Canada, New Zealand, Europe and the UK. DEAD
DOUBLES is a gripping episode of Cold War history, and a case that fully justified the West's paranoia about infiltration
and treachery.
A comprehensive handbook for counsellors and therapists working with victims of child abuse - using Parks Inner Child
Therapy. Developed by Penny Parks, based on her own experience of recovering from childhood abuse, Parks Inner
Child Therapy (PICT) is a flexibly structured approach to inner child work, which works through the 'today' adult to assist
resolution of trauma within the 'past' child. Developed specifically for counsellors treating patients using aspects of the
PICT method, this guide covers: - The effects of childhood trauma - PICT steps for identifying and changing mistaken
beliefs - Sample material and guidelines for use - Dealing with anger and guilt - The four basic Therapy Blocks Widely
used by counsellors to help people recover from sexual, physical and emotional abuse during childhood, this is a
valuable reference for trained professionals overseeing recovery, as well as a useful guide as part of a self-help
programme.
"Since its inception in the early 20th century the Federal Bureau of Investigation has emerged as a dominant agency in the American judicial
system. Within its 10 chapters, this source provides a comprehensive chronological history of and guide to the FBI that includes information
about the facilities, the organizational structure, and biographies of key individuals. This reference source will not only please FBI enthusiasts,
but it also serves as an excellent resource for those interested in U.S. history, criminal justices, and American culture. Also included is an
extensive chronology of key events, a subject index, and an authoritative bibliography. Numerous photographs throughout the book illustrate
the essays, along with graphs and tables. An excellent reference source for all libraries".--"Outstanding Reference Sources : the 1999
Selection of New Titles", American Libraries, May 1999. Comp. by the Reference Sources Committee, RUSA, ALA.
Offers brief biographies, annotated listings of each author's works, and suggestions for additional reading
ZAAK GESLOTEN Iedereen in Little Kilton kent het verhaal: de knappe en populaire eindexamenscholiere Andie Bell werd door haar vriendje
Sal Singh vermoord, waarna hij zelfmoord pleegde. Zelfs vijf jaar later ziet Pippa Fitz-Amobi nog de impact die de zaak op het dorp heeft
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gehad. Pip heeft zich altijd afgevraagd wat er nu precies is gebeurd. Wanneer ze de zaak kiest als onderwerp voor haar profielwerkstuk,
komen er al snel geheimen boven die iemand liever verborgen had willen houden. Het lijkt wel alsof diegene haar tegenwerkt – zou de echte
moordenaar nog leven? ‘Een cadeautje voor lezers die gek zijn op nagelbijtend spannende mysteries.’ – Kirkus Review
Each chapter of Macroeconometrics is written by respected econometricians in order to provide useful information and perspectives for those
who wish to apply econometrics in macroeconomics. The chapters are all written with clear methodological perspectives, making the virtues
and limitations of particular econometric approaches accessible to a general readership familiar with applied macroeconomics. The real
tensions in macroeconometrics are revealed by the critical comments from different econometricians, having an alternative perspective,
which follow each chapter.
Cara Salinas has been leading the small Mexican red wolf pack in Tedford County, Texas, since she was thirteen. Adam Mueller, formerly a
beat cop from the toughest part of Minneapolis and now the new county sheriff, must find a way to integrate his exiled Minnesotan wolves
with Cara's red wolves. Cara and Adam clash in the way only fated mates ever do--and both refuse to accept their destiny. But when a pack
of vicious Sazi raptors start to feed on the wolf-children of both packs, Cara and Adam must learn to respect each other, and embrace their
future together to save the future of the Texan wolves. Hailed as the "premiere authors of paranormal romance" and "true genre luminaries"
by Romantic Times BOOKreviews, and winners of the 2006 Romantic Times Award for Best Werewolf Romance for Moon's Web, Cathy
Clamp & C. T. Adams are back with another tale of shapeshifters, passion, and pack politics in Moon's Fury. At the Publisher's request, this
title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Does one, can one ever forget . . . dismiss . . . disdain the life-changing, mind-boggling, heart-blasting impact of a first
love? Memories of it may flounder in the fog of passing years, or be consumed by the blaze of more persistent, lasting
love. Whether it was ecstasy or agony, does a first love ever lose its power? Does sunlight truly obliterate fog, or does it
merely push it aside until it is merely the shadows? Renita Vander Voon never expected to be asking these questions,
but then her first-love reappeared. That's when she realizes that fog obscures all but what is most important: the next
step to take, which is something only her heart knew.
‘Mijn belofte aan jou’ van bestsellerauteur Colleen Hoover gaat over Quinn en Graham, die elkaar ontmoeten wanneer
ze ontdekken dat hun partners een affaire met elkaar hebben. Zes maanden later krijgen ze zelf een relatie. Dan gaat
deze roman fast-forward naar zes jaar later: de relatie van Quinn en Graham kent ook hobbels. Hoe perfect hun liefde
ook is, het zijn allebei mensen, en mensen zijn niet perfect. Hun belofte aan elkaar komt onder druk te staan. Maar van
breken is geen sprake, als het aan Graham ligt. Colleen Hoover schreef met ‘Mijn belofte aan jou’ een roman die
ontroert en aan het denken zet. ‘Een verhaal dat je gelezen moet hebben’ – Hebban.nl over ‘Nooit meer’
May the Source Be with You: A Filmic Guide to Change Your Life is a mind body spirit non-fiction book that engages,
informs, entertains, inspires, motivates, and empowers you to take more control of your professional and/or personal life
and thereby feel more joy, more contentment and a greater sense of peace. The way I do this is by analysing ten
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contemporary and very positive Hollywood films – most of which are based on real people and true events – and then
punctuating each chapter with various practical exercises for the mind, body and soul as well as real-life case studies and
reflective questions that move you from passive reader and thinker to active doer and peaceful warrior in order to achieve
greater health, wealth and happiness but also more meaning in our increasingly challenging world.
Don’t miss #1 New York Times bestselling author Colleen Hoover’s beloved novel about risking it all for love is now an
Awestruck original series, coming soon to go90.com and the go90 app, available for iOS or Android. Auburn Reed is
determined to rebuild her shattered life and she has no room for mistakes. But when she walks into a Dallas art studio in
search of a job, she doesn’t expect to become deeply attracted to the studio’s enigmatic artist, Owen Gentry. For once,
Auburn takes a chance and puts her heart in control, only to discover that Owen is hiding a huge secret. The magnitude
of his past threatens to destroy everything Auburn loves most, and the only way to get her life back on track is to cut
Owen out of it—but can she do it? With her moving and compelling prose, Hoover “will pull heartstrings in this secondchance love story” (Booklist).
This guide will lead the reader through the many decisions and considerations involved in setting up a real-time reference
service.
"Nothing in my life goes untouched by my husband’s calling." Christine Hoover’s words in the first chapter describe so well the life of a
church planter’s wife, which is enormously difficult yet extraordinarily rewarding. To be married to a church planter is a calling of its own with
a richness of its own. In The Church Planting Wife, Hoover explores and encourages the hearts of her readers while teaching what it means
to have heart prepared for this unique ministry. She knows the challenges: A church planter's wife must develop a job description, be a wise
helper to her husband, develop friendships within the church and community, deal with stress and discouragement, handle wounds, and
more. Christine speaks candidly about these challenges while urging readers to grow a heart that wholly reflects Jesus. Spread throughout
these pages are stories and interviews from church planting wives. Christine Hoover empathetically and pointedly builds from these
testimonies to uplift the reader and offer lessons of hope in the midst of a challenging ministry.
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of It Ends With Us and November 9 comes a moving and haunting novel of family, love, and
the power of the truth. “Not every mistake deserves a consequence. Sometimes the only thing it deserves is forgiveness.” The Voss family is
anything but normal. They live in a repurposed church, newly baptized Dollar Voss. The once cancer-stricken mother lives in the basement,
the father is married to the mother’s former nurse, the little half-brother isn’t allowed to do or eat anything fun, and the eldest siblings are
irritatingly perfect. Then, there’s Merit. Merit Voss collects trophies she hasn’t earned and secrets her family forces her to keep. While
browsing the local antiques shop for her next trophy, she finds Sagan. His wit and unapologetic idealism disarm and spark renewed life into
her—until she discovers that he’s completely unavailable. Merit retreats deeper into herself, watching her family from the sidelines, when she
learns a secret that no trophy in the world can fix. Fed up with the lies, Merit decides to shatter the happy family illusion that she’s never
been a part of before leaving them behind for good. When her escape plan fails, Merit is forced to deal with the staggering consequences of
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telling the truth and losing the one boy she loves. Poignant and powerful, Without Merit explores the layers of lies that tie a family together
and the power of love and truth.
Every 3rd issue is a quarterly cumulation.
Maximum PC is the magazine that every computer fanatic, PC gamer or content creator must read. Each and every issue is packed with
punishing product reviews, insightful and innovative how-to stories and the illuminating technical articles that enthusiasts crave.
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